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To the Honorable Joshua L. Chaniberlain,
Governor of JJiaine :Srn-In accordance with the provisions of chapter seventy, of
the public laws of 1869, I present a report of my doings as Commissioner of Fisheries during the year ending Dec. 31st, 1869.
My attention has been directed, principally, during the year
now ending, 'to the construction of fishways and the introduction
and dissemination of black bass and Schoodic salmon.
It appears, as urged by the commissioners in previous reports,
that the construction of good fish-'ways over all dams otherwise
impassable by any of the fishes that ascend our rivers, or strive
to do so, f'~r the purpose of reproducing there, is of tho utmost
importance for the preservation and improvement of the river fisheries. As the erection of these impassable barriers has been the
prime cause of the destruction of a large portion of the wealth
- that should now be yearly drawn from the rivers, in the shape of
salmon, sh.ad and alewives, so the construction of suitable fishways will do more to restore it than any thing else that it is possible for us to do. Indeed, with so large a territory, so many rivers calling for help, one is sorely tempted to put aside the dissemination of the fresh-water fishes, to attend to the more important
work of opening the way of access to the breeding grounds for
the migratory species.
( And having given such prominence to the necessity of building
.fish-ways, I may be allowed to bring forward certain other considerations connected with their construction, in part, but not altogether, new. The fact is, that fish-ways have been a great bugbear without adequate reason. Men have been much in the habit
of talking about them as almost incompatible with the use of run~ing water for power, and not a fow have thought it as difficult to
mduce fish to ascend through a fish-way as to drive a camel
through the Needle's Eye. In truth, these migratory fishes arc as
prone to climb a fish-way as the sparks to fly upward or the
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water to flow downward. Let one who doubts, go to Damariscotta in the alewife season, or to any high dam near tide-water,
in June or July, while the young eels arc climbing, and see these
slender little creatures, a score of which would weigh no more
than a man's· finger, wriggling their way up the perpendicular
face of a board wall, in the thinnest possible sheet of water, not
thicker than a sheet of paper, up five, ten, twenty feet . The most
persistent efforts are made by all migratory fishes, to pass the
dams, and not a crevice can escape their close scrutiny.
/ As to the other objection, the _inj:1r~ to the _water p~wcr, it needs
but a few figures to show how ms1g111fic:mt 1t really 1s. Take, for
instance, the dam at A.ugu::;ta. The mean summer nm of the Kennebec, at this point, is stated to be 175,500 cubic fe et of water
per minute.* The fish-way that has been planned for this da.m, i:s
to have openings for the passage of water three feet wide, and
the greatest amount of water that could be advantageously
used in it would not exceed 1130 cubic feet per minute, or about
two-thirds of one per cerit. (it~ of tJw average flow through the
three driest months of the year. But the fish-~ is principally
needed between May 1st and July 15th. In Ju~ 1s69, the body
of waste water was two feet deep on the dam; this discharged
300,000 cubic feet per minute,-nearly three hu,idred times th
amount required for the fish-way. To be sure, la, t summer wa'
unusually wet, and the amount of water flowing was greater than
usual; but observation shows that rarely or never woulcl there be
flowing to waste less than forty times the maximum volume
required hy the fish-way. This water will, it is presumed, be better utilized in the future, but certainly it could never be thought
unreasonable to ask that the o,ie hnndredth or one handred and
fiftieth part of the whole volume be diverted into a fi h-wa.y for the
public good.
On other large rivers the situation voul<l. be very much as on
the Kennebec. On smaller streams a larger proportional amount
of water would be used; but in nearly every case the wa.·te water
would more than suffice for the fish-way. Sha.cl and :dewiYe "
would always cease to run up the streams before the middle of
July, and if it were found desirable to keep a fish-way in operation later than that, to afford passage to belated salmoll, and it
were necessary to economize the water, the fish-way might be
closed in the day time and open only at night.
-

- - *Provisional Report on the Wo.ter-Power of Maine, p. 33.
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Now, as to cost, which is really a more serious question to the
owners of dams ; tho most expensive that would be required anywhere in the State, need not cost more than three or four thousand dollars. From this sum the cost runs down to ten dollars.
The most expensive one on the Saint Croix was built for six hundred dollars, and is a very substantial affair. The average through
the State would not be two hundred. dollll.rs. If built of wood,
occasional repairs would be necessary ; but there are many places
where a few blasts of powder would make a passage through the
solid ledg·e, that would last forever. Even where so large an
amount' of rock cutting is required as to make the first cost
greater than that of a wooden way, its greater permanence
makes the path through the rock cheaper in the en<l.
But what good will the :fishways do when built? They will
enable salmon, shad and alewives to reach their breeding grounds,
and thereby to increase their numbers rapidly. It is true that the
narrow ways that wHl be bnilt may not in all cases answer so well
as the natural bed of the stream, unless the efforts of nature are
supplemented by artificial cultivation; yet to what extent the
ancient condition of plenty may be restored, we are enabled to
judge, or conjecture, from data furnished by the known history of
certain salmon rivers in Europe, that were similarly situated,their fisheries nearly exhausted through excessive fishing, and the
erection of barriers-and by a careful management, including the
construction of fishways, have been made to yield large returns.
I wm instance the river Galway, in Ireland.
The salmon fisheries of the Galway arc owned by Thomas
Ashworth, who came into possession of them in 1852. They were
in an exhanstctl condition. Mr. Ashworth had good fishways
built over the dams, of which there was one at the head of the
tide, had the fishing restricted, and protection given to the .fish on
their breeding grounds. ·what success attended his efforts is shown
by the annual catch, as exhibited in the following table:*
Yea.r.

Salmon.

1853 .............. l ,603
1854 .............. 3,158
1855 .............. 5,540
1856 .............. 5,371
1857 .............. 4,857
1858 .............. 9,639

Yem·.

Sa.lmon.

1859 .............. 9,249
1860 .............. 3,177
1861. ............. 11,0fil
1862 .............. 15,t.l:31
1863 .............. 17,995
1864 .............. 20,512

*'Prize Essay on the Practical Cultivation of a Salmon Fishery, by Thomas Ashworth,

p. 21.
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Thus the produce of this fishery rose in twelve· years from 1,603 to 20,512; and this in spite of a dam at the head of tho tide
where five-sixths of all the water is used by mills and canals, only
the one hundred and sixtieth part running through the fishway
where all the salmon must pass; in spite of civilization; in spite of
the disappearance of forests and the cultivation of the land. The
fishway through which pass all the salmon that ascend this river,
is supplied with water by a gate two feet square, and through this
apertur:e 40,000 salmon are estimated to have passed in one year.
Now compare the Galway with the Penobscot and Kennebec.
The Galway drains less than 1000 squa.re miles of territory, the
Penobscot 8,200 square miles, the Kennebec 5,250 square miles.
A simple calculation shows that if the:se yieldc 1 salmon in proportion to the extent of country drained by them, the Peuob cot
should yield 168,000, and the Kennebec 107,000 yearly; while in
the same proportion tho number of salmon produced for the
market by the whole State, excluding that portion drained by the
Saint John, would be 500,000. The number now produced in tho
State does not exceed 10,000. 1'hc total annual retnrnR hnn the
salmon fisheries of Ireland are estimated at £300,000; from those
of Scotland £500,000.*
But are not the profits of these salmon ii hcrics insignificant as
compared with the profits of the water-power ? For the data. to
answer this question we will go to Scotland. The river Tay,
draining a basin of 2250 square miles, has valuable salmon fi:heri s, which are the property of the dparian owners. Each year, at
public auction, the fisheries are leased, a11cl for the last seven years
of which I have any information tho rental obtained was as follows :t
s.

d.

2
1
10
15
12
16
0

5
0
3
7
0
6
0

Total. ......................... ..... %,G,17 10
Average for 7 years, £13,663 18H. 8<l.
Equal to $66,133.43 in American gold.

!)

£

1858 .................................... 11,487
1859 .................................... 12,88-1
1860 .................................... 13,827
1861 ........... . ..... ................. 14,109
1862 .................................... 14,080
1863 .................................... 1 t,257
1864 .................................... 15,000

,i.

Buckland's Fish Hatching, p. 204.
Sea, p. - : Ashworth's Essay, p. 23.

t Bertram's Harvest of the
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Now for a comparison. The Penobscot river drains 8,200 square
miles of country. The Tay 2,250. By proportion 2250: 8200::
$66,133.43: $241,019.61. Thus were the Penobscot river to produce as many salmon in proportion to the size of its drainage
basin as the Tay, its fisheries would rent for two hundred and forty
thousand dollars, gold. The rental of all the mills on the main Penobscot in 1869 was about $160,000 currency; on the Stillwater
branch $60,000 additional; and the ordinary rental of all the mills
on the Penobscot and its branches I do not suppose would reach
$200,000 in gold.
It is not intented from the above statement to argue that the
dams should be torn down, and all of our rivers devoted exclusively to the cultivation of salmon; for I believe that productive
.fisheries, not only for salmon, but for shad and alewives also, are
quite compatible with an extensive use of the water for power ;
the river of Galway proves this point. Though ninety-nine parts
in every hundred of the water in our rivers were used to turn millwheels, the remaining hiindredth, if turned into a good .fishway,
would suffice to develop a large fishery.
Of course it is not to be supposed that fishways alone will accomplish our purpose. Stringent regulation, faithfully enforced,
arc demanded, to the end that excessive fishing may be prevented,
and an ample stock of breeding· fish may yearly visit the spawning
grounds. Nor must this prevention be confined to the upper
wateni. .A.11 fishing stations in the rivers and along the sea-shore
as far as fo:,hing for salmon, shad and alewives extends, must be
placed under equitable restrictions. All the salmon taken at Castine
and Camden, and other parts of Penobscot bay, are just so many
subtracted from tho stock of brooding fish belonging in the Penobscot river. "\Yhen taken so far seaward, they are undoubtedly
feeling their way into the river, and if allowed to go free would
all be on the spawning grounds at the next spawning season. The
people who fish in tho river may well complain of the restrictions
placed upon them, while the people along the bay shore arc allowed
to fish without limit of any kind. So it is also with regard to
smelts: A just law will Lear equally upon those who are in the
ri~crs and those on the coast-at any rate, all should be treated
a.like, 80 far as natural circumstances will admit.
'fhcro have been hearings in regard to fishways over three dams
on the main Kennebec, five on tho Sobasticook, two on the St.
George, three on the Penobscot, four on tho Ponmaquan, three on

f
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the Saint Croix. Plans have also be n furnished to the owner~ of
five dams on the Presumscot, with a view to their voluntary construction. Further particulars in relation to all these will be giyen
under the heads of the respective riven;.
The law passed by the last Lcgi. laturc* ha during it fir t year
worked well. Already an improved public sentiment is evident in
relation to the illegal capture of fish. Pcwer trout than ordinary
have been taken from the spawning beds. Citizen who for many
years had lamented the improvident de truction of the finer ~p 'cic ,
but felt powerless to prevent it, have taken heart, arnl arc as isting
the wardens, or, in the absence of wanlcus, them elves taking
measures to enforce the law. If this cour e is persistently followed up it can but have a beneficial effort.
On the Kennebec, Androscoggin and Penob. cot, the regulations
in regard to fisheries for salrno11, shad and alc,vive, have been •nforced as they have probably never been before. The ,vanl n"
hn.ve been very efficient. In only one case has there been n g-1 ·t
of duty. 'I.1heir authority, too, has been excrci cd, in g·eneral, so
fairly as to give entire satisfaction to the fishermen. The restriction of weirs to two feet <fopth of water wli •11 tho tide i' out,
which took effect in all rivers except the Pcnob cot, ha:-; gi,· n
rise to much less dissatisfaction than might be e ·pceted from so
severe a limitation, after the extreme Jiceus, that has b 'll enjoyed
by the builders of weirs. It is of the utn1ost irnporta.n ·c thnt thi~
proviHion of the law be retained. No other cn11ld b dcvi ,,1 that
would bear so e<]ually on the fishermen, an<l still ·fi<~ct so much.
Y ct, although in general so satisfacfory, the law ha ome s rims
defects, which it woul,l be well to supply at once. , um of the
more promin<!nt ()f these will be mentioned · here, arnl other presented near the closf of the report.
1st. That portion of the J'" cnnc1ec river below L e's 1. l:u!d is
exempted from the operation of the law. 'l1hcre i u good rca on
for this distinction unless it be that the weirs JH'ar the wnuth of
the river should be allowed to catch bait; and if they ar · allow 'd
this privilge, it should not Le denied to tho e fllrther up 1,he river.
But, be this a~ it ma.y, no sufficient r0a ou , i tR wliy the p' plc
above Lee's Island should be re trict ·d to lv;o fe t d 1,t.lt of wal r,
and be required to keep open gates two clay in the w I·, whil
those below Lee's Island build in as deep water as tl1 ·y plea e nd
have no gates at all.
*A;;ct to regulate the river and interior fi heric. approvcu March n, 186(),
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2d. The same reasoning will apply to the distinction now made
between Penobscot bay and river. Justice demands that they be
placed under the same regulations below Orphan Island as above.
3d. I believe it to be absolutely necessary to limit the fisheries
on the Penobscot further than at present. Altogether too few
salmon escape the weirs and nots and reach their breeding grounds,
to ensure any considerable increase. A provision limiting· the
depth of the weirs, like that applying to all other rivers, would
be the most effective. (See further under "Penobscot.")
4th. A provision for determining the size of seir~es, set-nets,
drift-nets, &c., and the size of mesh used by all kinds, is wanted.
5th. A section should be added regulating the smelt fishery
throughout the whole State.
6th. In case the owner of a dam neglects to build a fish-way,
when o oi·dercd, tho commissioner should be empowered to build
it; the necessary money to be drawn from the State treasury, and
the State to recover the amount from the owner of the darn.
9th. The commissioner should be made more of an executive
officer; aud it is sug·gcstcd whether he should n9t also receive
magisterial authority over certain cases. This plan has been
adopted in Canada with excellent results.
An act is needed to protect the rights of persons engaging in
the breeding ot fish, and to extend to small ponds tho commonlaw rights of riparian owners in running steam. This matter will
be farther discussed under the head of "Riparian Rights," and
in appon<lix A will be found a digest of decisions bearing on this
point.
FISIIWAYS AND OTHER MATTERS IN DETAIL.

On the Presumpscot.- y attention was called to the construction of fishways on tho Prcsumpscot river by some of the owners
of dams themselves. The river was several times visited and
finally plans wore drawn and submitted to tho proprietors for fishways over tho dam a,t Cumberland .Mills, the two dams at Saccarappa., and the dam at Ga.rnbo falls, and Linclsloy's or upper
falls. There yet remain the dams at Uillison falls, Great falls and
Steep falls. At .Mallison falls the fiHhway should evidently be
built on the Icn b::mk of the river alongside the woollen mill. At
Great falls a further examlnation is needed to determine the necessity of a fishway, and if necessary its location: at this point a
sharp natural fall is made available for power by running two
2
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wing dams up along each side of the channel,. leaving, in the center
of the river, a broad space entirely free from artificial obstruction,
except during the driest part of the year; the de cent is so sharp
and the water so torn and frothy, that it may well be cloubted
whether salmon can surmount the falls; probably in ancie11t times
they climbed up along the shore in some siclc channel or series of
pools now stopped by the side dams ; there can be little doubt that
the dams have essentially changed the character of the fall. .At
Steep falls there will be little trouble: the dam is now out of u e,
and should it be maintained in its present coll(lition, a circuitous
channel can at small expense be open,1d iu the ledge around the
easterly end,-decidedly the best location.
_ Since it was proposed to open this river to the migratory fishes
by the voluntary action of those liable to build fi::;hways, no I ga.l
steps were taken. I have not learned that any of the fh;hways
have been completed, but it is hoped that they will be during the
next year. The character of the river, subject to no h avy
freshets, render;:1 the building of fishways easier aucl safer than on
most of the riv~rs in the State. The most expensive will p '1frtps
be that at the lower falls in Saccarappa, and I think this need not
cost over six hundred dollars.
Alewives still come as far as Cumberland Mills each year, and
in common with other fishes approach close to the raGeway wh re
the poisonous matters are discharged from the paper mill without
any apparent harm. Sebago salmon are frc<Jnc11tly caught her ,
and in the little bay below the mill is an cxedlc11t place to take
pickerel. All this tends to show that the harm dune by the di.,_
charge of poisonous substanc<Js from the mill iH not very great.
On the .Androscoggin.-An urgent petition came from citii': '118 of
Brunswick, that fishways might be l:ii, ont over the falls in tho
Andrm~coggin, but engagements in other quarters compell ,J me
to neglect this river.
ri'ho "\Varden's Report shows that there were eight Rein H, twenty
drin-nets, and twelve weirs in operatiuu in thi. di. triet during the
last season. Several of tho weirs were prono1111ced by the ward 'n
to be beyond the legal limit of two foct depth at low wat •r. One
of those was removed by the owner. Anoth r was removed hy
the warden, and a suit commenced again . t the lmil lcr, which
terminated in favor of the defendant. The action of th war<l n
seems to have been premature, possibly over i': 'al< us.
On the Kennebec.-On the Kennebec legal steps luwo been com-
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menced to· secure the erection of fish ways over the dams at
Augusta, Kendall's Mills, and Skowhegan, and on the Sebasticook
over the dams at Benton upper and lower falls, at Clinton, at
Detroit and at Newport. The owners were notified and hearings
were granted in all these cases, so that it js now in the power of
the commissioner to order the erection of fishways at the above
points. rrhe latter step l1:1s been taken only in the case of the
Augusta, dam, it beiug with much reason urged by the proprietors
on the upper part of the river that they should not be required to
construct fishways, uutil the way over the first and chief obstruction in the river, was at lea.st begnu. Sites were however selected,
and in most cases plans drawn, for fisliways over the other dams.
At Augusta. it was decided tbat a fishway should be built on the
left side of the river, running straight down along·sidc the wall of
the lock and the pier below it, one hundred and eighty-one feet
long, twelve feet wide, and four and a half feet deep: its slope is
to be one in nine: it is to be divided into fifteen pools, with
passages from pool to pool three feet wide : the plan is essentially
that of Mr. Foster, as exhibited in the first report. The cost of
building will of course depend much upon the materials and the
quality of workmanship, but the best estimates that I can get
place it at not more than three thousand dollars. The time allowed
for its construction will expire on the thirty-first day of March,
1870.
At ·w aterville during the past season has appeared a new obstruction in the shape of a dam across the Kennebec at the head
of Tjconic falls. This rendered the falls, before only difficult to
the wea.ker fishes, now impassable to all. A .fishway will undoubtedly be rcq nired. At Kendall's Mills a, f-ishway js needed
when the water is very low, and an excellent situation for one is
found at the cast end of the dam, where it would be well protected
by the shore from the force of freshets, and need not be more
than thirty or forty feet long. Its cost would be trifling. At
Somerset Mills, tho best kind of a fishway can be cut through the
ledg·c on which the eastern end of the dam re. ts. At Skowhegan
is a more formidable obstacle than that at either of the two dams
next below; and when the dams here arc in good repair it is nearly
or quite impossible for even salmon to pass. Each year sa.lmon
arc seen about this fall strugg·ling to pass, sometimes iu a position
that could only be reached by leaping several feet through ·the air,
and then forcing their way up an inclined plane ten or twelve feet,
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where there was not enough water to cover their bodies ; at
another time six were seen 1ying together in a little pool jn t below
one of the wheels. It is evident then that a few salmon do pa s
the dams at Augusta, Kendall's Mills, anJ Somerset Aill . Indeed it is known that at Augusta, salmon occa ·ionn.lly pass through
the lock, and during high st.Lges of vater there can be little doubt
that they can pass Kendall's Milb an<l Somer;:;ct Mills without
much difficulty. At any rate, by hook and crook, a sufficient
number of salmon reach breeding g·roun<ls to prevent the brood
being utterly exterminated. It may be, however, as sug·gcstcd in
a previouA report, that these breeding grounds arc sometimes
found below the Augusta dam. The plan for a flshway at Sko,Yhegan which I am inclined to regard with mo t fa OT, is to . . ut
one through the ledge at the head of the fall on the i land side of
the left or northerly channel. This would uot cost much more
than a wooden one, and would in the end be much the chct pest,
as it could neither be carried away by freshets nor fall into dcc:zy.
The 011ly position where a wooden structure could be mal1c to withstand tho fre::;hcts, is on the south r:;ide of tho j land that divide
tho falls ; it would here be cxpo::;cd to tho hot dryi11g rays of a
summer sun, and. would rot down in a few year .
The plans for fish-ways on the 8cba.'ilif;uok need 11011 be dc ~cribcd
in detail. They would all be easily lmilt. Tho propri ,tors, in
most cases, exprosso<l a willingnoRs to do whatever might U(~ considered necessary. In general, I may ay, that amo11g· ·t the owners of mills :mrl dams on this river and the r ennebec I found three
classes, nearly equal in nurn born; the first class clc iroLl or wer
at least willing to conform to the hw requiring tliem to huil fi hways; tho second class would like to s<'C the fishways built, but
wanted the State to relieve them from the cxp<mse; tho thir l
class were averse to the whole movement. This is pcrhap , .as
favorable a state feeling 011 th subject as could be cxpccte<l, for
men's pockets are proverbially their tcn,for points.
The report of the warden of tl1<• Kcrmel,cc ,li trict ho VH that
there were built this year above Lee':-; i ·land, in('lnrling ~<'qua :•wt
bay, thirty-seven weir:"'; below L<•e'::; i Ian cl twenty- even; total,
sixty-four. Of the twenty-seven built below Lee's islan<l, only
two were deep water weirs. \Vere fishing to be profitalJlc, 111orc
locations would probably be found and more deep water weir~ built.
·The wardens recommend that this portion of the riv r be pla · d
under the same restrictiolls as the other portions. Eq al rights
1
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demand it ; the present distinction is a fruitful source of discontent and opposition to the law. If necessary to allow the weirs
near the mouth of the river to stand through the season to catch
bait and sundry chance schools of menhaden, mackerel, &c., the
section compelling the fishing season to close on 15th July might
be repealed. The limitation in depth should extend over the
whole river equally ; so should the weekly close time, if that is
retained.
There have been few if any direct violations of law-none that
justified prosecution ; but the wardens report evasions in a few
instances, rendered possible by a certain ambiguity in the section
regarding open gateways during close days.
On the St. George.-The fish-way at the lower dam in Warren,
was carried away last spring by the freshet . This has been
replaced by one in a better location, in accordance with plans furnished by me. The fish-way at the upper darn was found to need
repairs and alterations, and instructions were, after a hearing,
issued to that end. They will doubtless be completed within the
time allowed, which e~·pires :May 1st, 1870. I am inclined to
think that the most serious trouble uow to be apprehended on this
river is the excessive fishing in the tide water. To enforce the law
requires a strong haud.
On the Penobscot.-After hearings in relation to fish-ways over
the dams at Veazie and .Ayer's falls (or Basin mills), the owners
were directed to make suitable fish-ways, around tho eastern end
of the dam in each case. That at Ayer's falls is substantially
completed, and probably that at Veazie will be made before
the expiration of the time allowed. These dams have always
been passed by salmon, although· with some difficulty, -probably quite impassable when the water is low.
The obstruc~
tion at Great "\Yorks presents a more difficult problem. IIcre two
long wing dams on either side run from the mills far up the river,
d at their upper end is a ci;oss dam, closing- the centre of the
river. Tho cross dam and the. wings form together a waste-way
nearly of the form of a horse shoe, and of such extraordinary
breadth, that in a :flood, the water above the dam is prevented
from rising to the height reached in other parts of the river, while
the same ready fall over the waste-way rapidly fiils up the space
on the lower siue of the dam ( inside the horse shoe) so that in
high stages of the river it is brimfull and instead of a heavy pitch
over the cross dam, there is a long inclined plane of water that
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entirely conceals its existence. As the water subsides the location of all parts of the dam becomes eviu nt, but so long, it i
said, as even three or four inches of water arc flowing OYCr the
wing dams, the fall at the upper end is very in 'ig·nificant. The
proprietors here claim that no fishway is n 'eded, be •ans , say
they, the fish of all kinds can easily pa s up the centre of the
river, between the two wing dams, and so over the the cro dam
at the head, either over any part of its apron, or at least up the
sluice that is built here for the rum1ing of rafts of sawed lumber
from Oldtown. In an ordinary stage of water, such as prevails
during the month of June, when the fish arc running plcntiest,
they represent that the rafts pass this sluice as though in smooth
water, there being not pitch enough to cause the raft~men any
inconvenience; while, at a point below, ju 't above the mill:s, the
men are obliged to leave their sweeps UJl(l take to the rear end of
the raft. Numbers of men testify to having seen shad pa::-;s thi'
slujce ; this undoubtedly has occurred, for ·within a few yea.r ,
young fish, supposed to be sh·,d, and if not shad, certainly alewives, have been seen occasionally at Ol1ltown, dct.ccnding- the
river. This is the most favorable Yiew of the matter. On the
other hand, when the water i · low, this is undoubtedly a difficult
oiut, and in time of drought quite impas;;able. During the past
year I hav-e several times visitc<l this darn, but have not yet
reached a decision as to the necessity of a fish-way. I deem it
important to make no hasty dccisiorn; iu these matters. In some
places it is possible at the first \ icw to determi11e whether a fishway is needed; to select its site, ancl fix its form and elevation.
In other places the varying aspects of tl,e i-;tr am will to-morrow
reverse the decision of to-day. It i~ mnch better ii doubtful
ca..,es to look at every aspect than to decide' from one.
Above Great Works is Oldto\rn, where' the fall.' ar partiall~'
occupied by mills. rrhc centre of tl,e riv<'r i.·, however, in it
natural condition, so far as the poitorn is couccrncd. \Yl t
changes have been affected in the flow of water liy the c~·ist:rnc
of the side darrrn it woulrl be difficult to say. ••alrnon pass here
yearly. In one of the crevices of the fa 11 n. trap ha' l><' 'll s •t
for salmon, each year, until this. It has however bPcn ~rnppre 't'l 'd
by the warden.
Above Oldtown salmon can run high on the cast branch, arnl as
far 011 the west branch as N urth Twin Dam ; this i. reported to b
impassable, and if such is found to be the ca. c a fish way mu~t b"'
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built; for below this point the spawning grounds must be of very_)
limited extent.
The wardens of "the Penobscot district made separate reports.
Francis Blackman of Bradley, has displayed a faithfulness and
energy in the discharge of his duties worthy of all praise. I regret, however, to be obliged to report that the other warden of
the district, Edward Partridge of Stockton, has not only neglected
to enforce the law, but has himself violated it, and encouraged
other parties to do the same.. I recommend his removal.
From Mr. Blackman's report can be seen the temper with which
people who fish within the section affected by the legal prohibition regarJ. the partial laws that bear heavily upon them, while at
the same time they free the fishermen in some other localities from
all restrictions.*
After using persuasion in vain the warden resorted to force, and
commenced actions against a large number of offenders. The
almost total disregard of the law, by the builders of weirs, may
be attributed in part to the practice of the wardens in past years,
who made no pretence to execute the law, and in part to the course
taken by Partridge. It is not to be supposed that they would
have laid themselves liable to penalties had they imagined the law
was to be enforced.
*I oxtra.ct a few passages from Mr. Blackman's report :
In my several visits through the fishing season to the grounds where fish are taken
above tide water (by night as well as by da.y), I found that the fishermen were disposed
to obsorvo the law, especially during the first two or throe weeks. After that they began
to break their former pledges, grew reckless as to tho keeping of the law, always saying
that the fi~hormen in the title were not looked after, that the weirs used for taking fish
in tho tide were workod every day in the weok alike,-no restrictions whatever ; and
my vi sits among tho weirs soon after showed to me very plainly that their statements
were not ill-founded."
"In my vicinity it required great exertion to keep the fishermen anywhere within the
bounds of the law, owing in part to its inequality ."
"June 11th antl 12th I visited tbe weirs in the tide as far down as the center of
Orphan's I sland, found little or no regard paid to the days set apart by law for the fish
to pa~s . There was not a weir that I visited that bad a door (as required by law)
whereby tho fish could be pnssed ou unlawful days. The owners complained most
bitterly of the inequality of the law; they all in one voice say that the law is partial
and unjust, that fishing bolo\V Orphan's Isfand is lawful at all times, while above, it is
probibiteu. two days in every week, and after the 15th of July their weirs must be
strippod or removed."
"Saturday, .Tuly ]0th, (A close-day by law,) I found between Mill Creek (in Orrington)
and tho foot of Orphan Island thirty-seven weirs, out of forty odd, that were in full
operation, and closed for taking fish."
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On the Penmaquan.-Thi little river, lying wholly in the town
of Pembroke, once produced salmon and alewives in almnflancc.
But dams were built without fi h-way , and th natural re, ult followed. The salmon have di appeared.
lcwiv
till cut r the
stream yearly; struggle over one dam, an l in V\ in c ay tho
next one. But these may be only stragrrlcr from D nny' river,
there being no breeding ground acce iblc on the Pnnmafprnn,
except the little sawdu 't-bottom ·d mill-pou 1 b tw •en th two
lower dams. The inhabitants of Pembroke arc a.u~·iou to h:w
their fish restored and pre ervcd ; but the own rs of th d, ms
have thus far neglected to con truct the nece ary fh;h-w,1~·:. I
visited this river in September, and after due hearing dire t l tho
construction of fish ways over the second dam ( at th ,·: w mill)
• and over the third ( at the iron works). At the first or low r d, m
the owner proposes to make some slight alterati n at ore end of
his dam, ,t.rhich will an ·wer the purpo c. 'rhc fourth darn, regulating the water in the lake which forms a. re crv ir f< r the wutcr
power, may prove more difficult to manage than either of th others. The level of the water above the dam varie m< ny fi et at
different seasons of tho year. A further cxamin tiou Ju ·in tho
alewife season is needed before deciding upnr1 th< lo atiou ancl
form of the fishway here. The ucces of any w 11 di1 etc l ·ff rt~
to restore the alewives to thi trearn may Le con idcrccl a· ccrta·n ·
and it is hoped that the beginning of the next fi hi11g .-ea n will
see the fish-ways completed.
On the Saint Cro'ix.-Tbe dams on th low r part of tl i. riv r,
that have so long hindered the a cc 1t of alrnon to their br c ing
grounds, arc now provi<lcu with fishwa, . The plall on whi ·h
they are built were approved l,y Wm. IL. \T n11i11g.
specter Gcucral of Fisherie for 1Tew Hrun wick : n<l
' ·ofr,
and by myHclf, and copies were erv<'d on pa.rti
ir ten• t<.:d on
both sides of the river. The structure at uion
stantially after plans tlrn.wn by fr. Fost r in I >
on the New Brunswick side of the river, v<·ry favon hly for th
ascent of fi ·h; is very securely an,l sul, t. utially built, u1
reason appears why it slwul<l not b perf" ctly 11 ·c fol ii' k pt
free from ol> truciion by the mill rubbi. h that i on ta tly flo tin
down the river. Lcugth, eventy f< t; ,,idth in id< , <>ight fi· t;
grade one hi nine; divided into seven pool ; cost, . GOO.
At Milltown there is a passage L twc"n the tlalll 1hat 111< 1~
the best of 1Jshways when it is not clog-gc<.l up by i!o· ting l g
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and other rubbish ; this sometimes occurs, and to avoid ;.tin some
degree a pier has been built at our suggestion at the head of the
pass, to ward off all floating materials.
At Baring an attempt had been made at a fishway some years
since, but I could not learn that it had ever been in effective
operation. It was found completely stopped, and had been so
for years-. The location, however, was good, a.nd in the old gap
we directed the construction of a new fishway. This is not yet
completed, but the work is so far advanced that it can easily be
finir:;hod before tho next year's run of salmon.
The dams have never completely stopped the passage of salmon.
At ordinary high water, except in time of drouth, an active salmon can pass the Union dam. At Baring thPre is a broad natural wasteway that runs around the mills on the southerly side
and empties into the rive_r a short distance below the main darn.
When a sufficient quantity of water is rnnning, salmon will doubtless occasionally take to this channel. Yet as the river falls, these
points become impassable, and the fish-ways become necessary.
·w hile the work on the Baring fish-way was going forward salmon
were discovered in the pool on the lower side of the dam, unable
of course, to go farther. At the Union dam many more sµ,lmon
would h:we passed had it not been for the incessant fishing with
drift nets that has been practiced here for many years. So close
to the dam have the nets been cast, and so persistently has the
work been followed, that it is a wonder that any escape. A faithful, efficient warden is now needed on our side of the river to cooperate with the fishery officer alrea.dy appointed on the New Brunswick side ; for it is absolutely essential to have the provisions of
law relatiug to the mode and place of fishing as well as those
relating to the management of the fish-ways, stringently enforced.
In the fishery law of Canada, there is a provision against the
throwiug of mill rubbish into any stream frequented by fish.
There is also a special law of Maine forbidding such rubbish to be
thrown into the Saint Croix river. rrhe non-enforcement of the
law ent.tils a heavy expense uyon the proprietors of the mills on ·
the lowm:· dams. Their racks are coustantly filling up, and it is
frequently necessary to shut down the mills and clear away the
rubbish that accumulates to such an extent as to prevent the flow
of sufficient water to the wheels. What the effect will be upon
the fish-way at Union clam, is very pln.in. Either the passages will
3

(
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be completely choked up, or the owners of the dams ,vill be compelled to l-eep them clear, at considerable expen e. In either
event the fish would suffer. Moreover, our law on the subject is
soon to expire ; and its re-enactment on the sub ·titution of a better one is of urgent importance, not only for the a,h-autagc of the
fisheries and the mill-o\vncrs, but for the preservation of what i _
loft of the harbor of Calais.
DESSEMINATION OF VALUABLE SPECIES.

Blaclc Bass.-'l1his superior fish was described on pag·o eightysix of tho report for 1867. A further acquaint,111cc jnstific · all
that was sa'id in his f:wor, and relieves him in part fron1 tho accusation of being a gross feeder upon his follow fishes. Ile is by no
means so voracious as the pickorol,-probably not more o than
white and yellow perch. All things considered, it was believed
that it was very desirable to introduce this species to our wa,ters.
Early in the season a contract was made with Livingston Stone,
of Charlestown, N. II., for fifteen thousand (15,000) young black
bass to be delivered at 8Cvcral points within the State. dr. , tone
'1:rnd formerly been very succe..;sful in getting the n wly hatch d
fry from the nest where the eggs had been dcpoi:;it0.d and hatched
by the parent fishes confined iu a small pond,-having- on one
occasion obtained a great many thousands from this ,'ource.
They are then such tiny creatures that hunclrecls of them can b"
carried in a quart of water. ThiR year, howev ·r, ~om<' unc_-plaincd cause prevented the normal <levclopmout of the fry, and it
was found impossible to fulfill the contract.
It therefore became necessary to resort to the transportation
of larger foih, from one yeitr old upward, in very Rmall numb r~.
This was succesRfuUy accomplished in Septcmh('r and ~ oYember.
Thirty-four black bass were brought from N,·,,linrg, :r. Y., and
deposited in Duck pon,l, in :Falmouth. A large lot was tlcliv r 'd
in Bangor, by E. S. Woodford, of West Wir1.:,tccl, Connecticut.
The grea,ter portion of tl1e e, about sixty in number, w TC put
into Fitz pond, in the town of Dedham; twcnty-cig· it into T cwport pond, and ten were i,,eut to Phillip~. Previou!-sly, in the
month of August, Cochncwagan pond, in Monmouth, anu 1c>bbo:sscec011tee lake, in ·winthrop and adjoining towns wer , toc+cd
with bass at the expense of the Oquossoc Ang·ling A:sociation.
The fish for this purpose were furnishccl_ by vValter Brown, from
j_
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his private ponds, in N cwburg, and were brought to their destination by Geo. Shepard Page, president of the 0. A. A. Mr. Brown
also furnished, gratis, the bass with which Duck pond was stocked.
It is fouud quite practicable to transport black bass to long distances alive. But they must have pure lake, pond or stream
water, ( Croton and Cochichuate water are good, but well and
spring water cannot be trusted) and must never be allowed to stand
still long at a time. Next to purity it is essential that the water
be kept in constant agitation. The philosophy of this appears to
be that agitation changes the position of the different parts of the
water, carrying the surface wa.ter, that has absorbed a portion of
air, down to the bottom where the fish lie, taking the place of the
water that they have been breathing an<l have deprived of part of
its air, and bringing this exhausted water to the surface where it
rapidly ab::;orbs air ancl becomes again fitted for the gills of the
fishes. Thi, process of aeration proceeds rapidly enough to meet
the wmits of the black baRs on a railwn.y train in motion, provided
each fo~h, six inches long, bas two qua.rts of water, aud the tank
in which they arc ca,rricc.1 has a breadth equal to twice the depth
of the water. This much we know, and probably the tillk or barrel can be narrower or the amount of the wa,ter less than the
proportion given. A wagon driven on a pavement or on an ordidinary road affords sufficjcnt motion, but a steamboat docs not.
Some m<>ans must be adopted to aerate the water when the motion
is immfficicnt, or when standing still; for an hour's neglect at a
rail way station might prove fatal. For this purpose a powerful
air pump or bellows with a piece of rubber tubing attached to the
nozilc, to force air into the water is the best device ; hut a common suction pump attached to the tank, taking its water from
the fo;h ta.uk an<l throwing it back into the same, or any large
dish wherewith to dip up water and pour it back, ·will answer very
well. 1'o prevent the foih <lashing against the sides of the vessel and illjnring themselves, it should be linccl with sponge thoroughly r-;oaked clean from salt or other soluble substances, or by
1::,omc suL:-;titutc. Probably live meadow mosR, washed clean,
packed ullfler a piece of cloth whieh is taeked to tl10 sides of the
tan]~, would be qnitc satisfa,ctory. If the means recommended
above to . ccurc perfect aeration arc adopted, the water ncc<l not
be re11ewc:d oftc11cr than every twelyc hours at least, and if not
convelliC'nt to cba.Hgc so often, the same w:itcr may l>c used for
twenty-four hours or even longer. Ice has boon used to reduce
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the temperature of the water in which black bass are being carried,
it being well known thtLt :fishes use up the air in the water :much
less rapidly at a low than at a high temperature ; but it should
never bo attempted to reduce the temperature of the water in
· transit much below that of the pond or lake from which the fish
were taken. It is well known that the water at the bottom of
ponds and lakes is, in summer time, much colder than the surface
water, and if bass arc taken from the depths it may sometimes be
desirable to use ice to protect them from over-beating. In most
cases, however, but little or no ice is needed, and its free use is
never advisable. It must not be put into the water with the fish
lest it should dash against and crush them, but confined on the
top of the tank whence the water from the melting ice may drip
into the tank.
I have been thus minute in order that by the publication of this
report private parties who may desfre to introduce the blacl~ bass
to other waters in the state, may have the benefit of others' experience. For I do not consider it desirable that the State should
undertake .to carry this enterprise very far. I shall take occasion
in this report to advise the encouragement of private enterprise
in the field of fish culture, and the limitation of the State's ag·cncy
to such operations as seem to be beyond the reach of private
effort. It will be sufficient here to say that in my opinion another
season would enable the commissioner to do all iu the way of introducing black bass that the State ought to do. It will be seen
that six colonies of them arc already established in the State. Ai:
soon as they have rnultipliecl in these waters they can be trausportecl to various others at a comparatively small expense. It
might be desirable to establish nurseries at two or three other
poiuts convenient of access, and leave their further clisseminatiou
to private effort.
'£he accompanying lithograph represents a black bass three
years olcl, reduced to two thirds natural siz:e. The drawing was
done at the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, l\lass.,
under the personal supervision of Professor Agassiz.
It now becomes necessary to provide uy law against excessive
fishing for black bass. It appears from a letter of nir. -Woodford
that .their breeding Hcason begins in May and. ends in July. One
of each pair guanls the 11est until the young arc hatched; during
this time the faithful sentinel snaps savagely at anything· th::i,t
comes within reach, an<l it is easy to take them out, eveu with a
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bare hook, at this time,-thus leaving the young to the tender
mercies of the predatory fishes that arc prowling about. Probably a prohibition to take them during May or June, or at any
time from the spawning bods, would be the best.
Schoodie Salmon.-ln the last report some mention was made
of the experiment in the artificial incubation of salmon and trout,
commenced in Manchester. Although on a small scale, the result
was satisfactory. About three thousand Schoodic salmon, and the
same number of trout were hatched. These were all distrilmted in
various waters to take care of themselves, except eight hundred
salmon that were carried to Alna and pfaced under the care of
David C. Pottle, a practical trout breeder. Mr. Pottle has a
number of artificial ponds supplied with spring water. One of
these, some two rods square or larger, and four feet deep, was
allotteJ to the use of the young salmon. Since March last, they
have been confined here, ancl their present size and condition are
very encouraging. In nine months they have increased in length
from an inch and a quarter to five inches and five and a half; their
bulk has iucreased certainly nwre than sixty-four times, and proba-'
bly nearly one hundred tirnes. I had previously, in November,
1868, taken at Orand Lake Stream a number of small salmon, of
very uniform size, none of them exceeding three inches in length ;
these were doubtless yearlings, that is, the offsprjng of the eggs
laid iTC the autumn of 1867, and hatched in the spring of 1868. I
had not supposed that the young fish at Alna, shut up in a newly
made pond of so small a siie, and deprived entirely of their natural food, would at best more tl1an equal the size of the free fish in
their natjvc haunts. But it appears that in spite of all disadvantage, tl10ir <laily rations of curdled milk ( and they have had
nothing· else), have enabled them to out-weigh, five to one, those
of their kindred who have had to hunt their own living in the
wild streams. It is proposed the rear these fish ( numberiug now
several lrnnclred), aud when they reach maturity use them as
breeders. To judge from their rate of growth hitherto, they will
be mature in 18 71, tho maleH a year sooner. There seems to be
no reason to doubt tlrnt they will thrive in artificial ponds as well
as brook trout. If they a,Jso prove to be fortile under their new
circumstanccs-aml it is altogether. probable that they will,-it
will he a great advautage to obtain the eggs nee<led for stocking
other waters here, rather than to fit out yearly an expensive expedition to the wild streams, .or to maintain a hatchiug establish-
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ment at some one of those localities where this species ( or variety) of salmon is found. A thousand stock fish would, jf the sexes
were equally divided, yield about a quarter of a million of eggs ;
this is a greater number than could rea on.ably be expected at
Grand Lake Stream under the most favorable circumstances. Our
first attempt, in 1868, yielded about fifteen thousand eggs: of
these, two thirds, say ten thousand, were fertilized, an<l ought to
have hatched under such treatment as they could have received,
had it not been necessary to pack them up and transport them
several hundred miles, before they had all reached that stage of
development at which it is safe to move them. They were more
than a week on the journey, and a part of them perished . Probably the number hatched from the whole batch of eggs was not
far from six thousand.
This year a seco1Hl expedition was undertaken, again conjointly with the commissioners of Massachusetts. We employed
a head man, with assistants, who were on the ground on the ninth
of October, two weeks before the spawning of the Schooclic oalmon begins ; had a log house built at the spring that was to be
used for the partial incubation of the eg·gs ; provided all the
needful apparatus, and hoped, with all these preparations, to realize a largo return. But the season's run of fish was very unfavorablc,-the male fish caught outnumbering the other sex five to
one; the management was inefficient, and the result disappointing. rrwenty-five thousand eggs were obtained, but so large a
number wore unfertilized that after picking these out from the
half belonging to Maine there arc but two thousand four hundred
left. With good luck, ( and I expect nothing else, since the eggs
are now safely deposited in Mr. Pottle's hatching house,) two
thousand fish or more wm probably batch from them.
There has been nothing done yet, in the State, toward the
breeding of sea or river salmon. It will, however, be desfrable to
hatch large number;;; of them to put into such ri vors as the Presumpscot, in which the original brood is extinct. Probably, at auy
time hereafter, it will be possible to obtain as many of the cggt=; of
this species as may be wantcrl, from parti<'s fo the business of furnishing them. The price at present prevailing is '20 per thou -.
and; but doubtless, as the business develops, the price will decline until it becomes economically practicable to buy the og·gs
and hatch them in large numbers. The greater fecundity of the
migratory salmon will render it easy to show much greater results
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with them than with the Schoodic or Sebago varieties. Thus the
migratory salmon yields ten thou "and eggs per fish ; the Schoodic
salmon not more than six hundred. At a breeding establishment,
at Newcastle, Canada, on Lake Ontario, 170,000 salmon were
hatched last winter, and an equal number were hatched at another
establishment on the Mirarnichi river, New Brunswick. If we
could find a locality in this State where a sufficient number of salmon could be taken at the breeding season, it would be well to
start similar enterprises in our own State. That such efforts, well
directed, would be abunda11tly rewarded, there can be but little
<louht. It i. quite possible that some point may be disco\Tered on
the upper Penobscot where salmon eggs can be obtained in sufficient quantity.
Trrn Pnr;;

ENT AsPF:CT OF Frsncur...TURE.

The term fishcultnre may properly include all that may be done
to pre::;r•rve or iner~ase the numbers of the fishes in the water
under eultivation, or to improve the size and quality.
The nnmbcn, of' fish may be increased by ally system of managerncut which protects them from destruction duriug· any stage
of their growth, from the first formation of the germ to the
atfainrnent of maturity. To understand tho magnitude of the
possible results of a management that affords either perfect or
partial protection during therm stag·cs of growth, it is necessary
to glaucc at certain known facts, in regard to their reproductive
puwen;.
Lih the better known animals, fishes reproduce Ly the conjunction of the male and female clements ; the former residing in
the milt of the ma.le, the latter in tho egg of the female. In our
common fresh ·water and migratory species, their conjunction so
far as at present a8ccrtainocl, occurs after their extrusion from the
bodies of the parc11t fishes. Instead of being fecundated and
developed within tho organs of the mother, and coming forth a
Jiving fh;h, tho egg is first extruded, then is fecundated by the
milt, aud afterwardt:i develops.
The procc
nf emitting the eggs (spawn) :tml milt is termed
"spawning." It consists essentially iu the emission by tho
female of her egg', mid hy the male of his milt, iu such a manner
that they may come in co11tac;t with each other, and that the eggs
may be placed in a position favorable to their development. The
manner, time and place in which this is performed vary with the
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nature of the species. Some kinds bury their eggs m sand or
gravel ; some attach them to weeds, sticks or stones ; some build
nests of stones or other material, and others drop their egg·s carelessly through the water. They spawn at all seasons of the year;
for instance, the tomcod, in January; the perch and smelt, in
April and May; the sunfish, in June and July; the salmon and
trout, in October and November. Rapid streams, quiet lakes and
s~a bottoms arc among tho p1aces of deposit. ·with the laying of
the egg the care of the parents for their offspring generally ends.
Not unfrequently both father ana mother turn aud immediately
begiu to devour their yet unborn descendants. A few species
guard their eggs during incubation, and rarely, as in the case of
the bream or sunfish ( Pomotis appendfr) ancl hornpout 1 ( Pinielodits
atrarius) this care continues after the young :fishes arc hatched.
The fecundity of fishes is enormous. I have carefully (by
weighing the whole spawn and then counting the number of eggs
in an exact portion) calculated the numbers of eggs produced at
one litter by several of our native species, as follows:
Species.

Weight of J!'ish.

No. of Egg.

Yellow perch, ............ 3} ounces, .. ....... .......... . 9,043
River smelt .............. 2
"
................... 25,141
Frosh water smelt ........ 10
................... 80,000
Whitefish, ( Coregonus) . .. 2 pounds, .................... 25,076
Schoodic salmon, (average) 1i
................ about 600
Sebago salmon, (full count) 2 lbs. 10 oz .................. 2,368
Sea or river salmon ( mjgratory) yield on the average a little
less than a thousand eggs for each pound weight; and shad not
less than .fifty thousand per fish.
These numbers, however, fail to convey to the mind an adequate idea of the possible co.nsequences implied in them. A simple
arithmetical calculation may assist us.
rrake, for instancP, tho salmon, whose powers of reproduction
and rnte of growth are better known than those of most species,
remarking, however that the salmon is among the least fecund of
tho larger fishes. Let us now assume that a female salmon will
at the age of four years produce seven thousand eggs at one
spawning ( a very moderate estimate), and that all the eggs hatch,
and all the young arrive at maturity, tho sexes being equally
divided. Commence with a single pair. The female lays 7,000
eggs. At the end of four years the first brood has arrived at
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maturity, and numbers 7,000 salmon: and half of these, or 3500,
are females, and each of them produces 7,000 eggs, total 24,500,000 eggs; and those eggs in four years more have all become full
grown fish, forming the second brood. At the end of twelve
years from the start, the third brood arrives at maturity, numbering 85,750,000,000. At the end of the sixteenth year the fourth
brood, numbering 300,125,000,000,000-salmon enough to cover
the whole State of Maine a hundred feet deep. Such computations are already familiar, and I introduce them hero at the risk of
making the argument stale, because they illustrate, better than
anything else, the point before us.
Why, we pi.ay inquire, why, with such wonderful powers of reproduction, are not fish abundant? \Vhy do they not actually as well
as theoretically fill the world ? A sufficient auswer is found in the
long catalogue of accidents that are c011stantly befalling them,
from the moment the cg·gs arc laid until a remnant arrives at maturity. The mortality is greatest among those species that exercise little or no care over their 0ggs or yonng,-depof:;iting the
one in exposed situations, aud leavjng the other to shift for themselves ; yet tbis excessive mortality jg countcrlmlanccd by the immense numbers of eggs that .such fishes produce; there being a
com~tant correspondence between the fecundity of a species and
the rate of mortality of its offspring. For it is evident that to
maintain their numbers, species which like the smelt spread their
eggs upon the bare uncovered stones, or like the perch hang them
out upon the bushes in full view of every hnngry ranger that may
chance that way, must produce a greater number of egg:;; than
the trout, which covers them in sand or gravel; or the SUJifi. ·h,
which guards them jealously while hatching.
The trouble begins before the eggs arc laid. Many sp0cies
must come within reach of their most deadly foes, in searching
for a favorable spawniug ground. Shad, alewives, salmon, smelts,
trout and whitefish suffer in this way. Insurmountable obstacles
arc placed across streams they were wont to ascend. Shut out
from the places whore their eggs could find tho circumstances
essential to their clevclopmeHt, they must deposit them in m1congcnial waters where fow or none will escape destruction. The
fish that reach their breeding grounds arc coui::;tantly harrassed by
their enemies, and many of them destroyed before they can
<lcposit their eggs.
4
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In the process of sp::i;wning it doubtless frequently lrnppens
that many of the eggs fail to come in contact with the milt, arc
therefore not focun<late<l and never develop. Of the focun<l.atcd
eggs, those that arc uncoverecl are exposed to the attacks of
nearly all kinds of fishes, which cat them greedily. Some fishes
cat their own eggs .• The male trout is famous for devouring the
eggs of his mate ; and the latter, herself, is liable to the same
charge. A trout of a pound weight ( taken on the spawning beds
in Crooked river,) whu had not finished spawniug, there bcillg a
lu.rgc . num bcr of eggs in her ovaries, was found to have in her
stomach forty-one trout' s eggs-probably her own, and if not, at
least her neighbor's. Two young males of Sebago salmon, taken
on the same occa::iion, were fonucl gorged with eggs, the one with
sallllon eggs, the other with trout cgg::i. Chubs, suckers, ooh; and
other fishes arc frequently observed at the same poaching business,
a.n<l are very clestrudive. Aquatic birds arc fond of spawn and
·expert in firuling it. Aquatic insects, particularly the larva~ and
pupre of dragon flies, llestroy many eggs; the caddis has been
obsen'ed devouring the spawn of the fresh-water smelt. In all
strc ..tn:s subject to flood and drought, the eggs may be swept
away and buried in some uncongenial locality, or left to dry and
perish by the rcccdi11g waters.
After all a great many eggs will csc~pe these perils and the
young fish come forth; but the first movement of life is the signal
for a new onslaught by the sharp eyes tliat arc ever on the watch
for food; living pr<)y is especially attractive to them. The larger
fish almost nuivcrsally devour all that arc too weak to re sist and
too slow to escape them. l\f any qnadrupccls, mink, otter, c~c.,
prey upon fish. .dan attacks them as soon as they arc large
euongh to be of u:-e to him, with many cunning devices. '\Vhat
wonder, that after all these accidents there arc few left ?
How the mature fish compare in number with the eggs laid, that
is, how many escape destruction during all stages of their g-rowth,
until they can in their turn begin to propagate their kind, we may
be unable to determine exactly; yet we lack only one clement in
the problem-we only need to know how many times each fo:;h
spawns during its life. For instance, suppose that for a number
of years in succession it is obscrvcJ. that the number of shad in
the waters they frequent is the same; evidently in this case,
which is the ordinary case, the shacl arc merely maintaining their
numbers, neither increasing nor diminishing ; and every shad that
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swam in the waters five years. ago, has this year one successor,no more, no less. Each mature female, therefore, on tho average,
produces, during her whole life, only two sh~td; if she spawns
only once, she lays 40,000 eggs, and of these, two arrive at maturity, which is one out of 20,000; if she spawn twice (laying
80,000 eggs) then the proportion is one out of 4,0,000, and so on.
If this rule is applied to cod, whose average litter we m:1y sot at
2,000,000 of eggs, it determines that if they spawn on an average, once in the course of life, then one mature spawning fish
comes from 1,000,000 of eggs; if they spawn five times, one out
of 5,000,000. For salmon the proportion would be at most one
out of 5,000, and might be much less, <;m tho average.
These figures represent a mean about which tho ratio of life to
death is constantly fluctuating. Occasionally in the history of any
species, -qnder natural conditions, circumstances will favor an
increase; during this increase the proportionate 11umber of those
that escape destruction is greater than calculated above. Suppose,
for instance that salmon arc increasing at a rapid rate-are trebling their numbers every four years ( and a more rapid increase
than this seldom occurs naturally) the ratio becomes 1 out of
1666. But natural causes quite as often operate against each
species, and while their numbers arc decreasing the population is
carried just as far tho other way.
Tho proportion of marketable fish obtainod would be greater
than the estimates above, yC't as regards salmon, Messrs. Ashworth and Ffenncll in England in 1861, a,rrivecl at the conclusion
that not one in throe thousand ever reached a, marketable size.
All the rest, two thousand nine hundred aud ninety-nine (2909,)
haYe perished in some of the variours ways enumerated above.
Herc then is tho fi L"St grcrtt field for .fish culture :-to save a
portion of the two thousand nine hundred and ninety-IJinc (2D9D)
that arc lm,t in the natural method. It HO happens that tho
principal part of this lotis occurs while the Dsh is in the egg, and
during the earlier part of its active ]ifo; and fortunately it is at
this vci:y time that it is easiest to exrrcise the necessary care.
Artificial incubntiun enables us to avoi(l to a, great <legrcc tho
dang-ors that beset the egg : confining the young fish in small
ponds away from tl1e mom,tcrs that woulfl devour them if turned
into t\Jc open strcallls and lakes, will carry them in compa,rative
safoty through another stage of an othonvisc,pcrilous existence;
awl the only obstacle not yet surmounted, in the way of proHta-
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bly maintaining the fresh water fishes during their whole lives,
until of edible size, in small enclosures, footling them as the faTmer
does his pigs, is the difficulty of supplying them cheaply with the
requisite amount of wholesome food.
'rhe advantages of the artificial method up to the time of
hatching may be summed up as follows :
1st. A more complete fecundation is probably effected in the
case of most species .
2nd. The fecundated eggs are placed in the most favorable position for perfect development.
3d. They are guarded from the rapacity of predatory fishes, of
egg-eating quadrupeds and birds, from smothering cleposits of
mud and the growth of slime or mold, and from the poisonous
effects of decaying eggs and other substances.
\Vith shad ( Alusa) and whitefish ( Ooregonus) the artificial management ha8 g-oue au furtlicr than this point, no mode of successfully keeping the active young fish of those species in confinement
and good health having been discovered; but salmon and trout can
be easily reared in artificial ponds :-tho former, until they must
go to the sea ( at one or two years of ag·o ; ) the latter, as ~ong· as
one chooses to feed thorn.
Let us now consider how many of the eggs and young fish are
saved by this proce8s, and compare its results with the results of
tho natural mocle. Let us take the case of the migratory salmon.
It is calculated 011 a preceding pago that by the natural method
the average number of mature fish obtained from the 10,000 eggs,
generally supposed to be laid by a female salmon at each spawning, cannot be more than two fish, or one pair. Suppose this nia.x:imum be assumed as the average rei:mlt of tho usual method of
breeding. WJJ.at becomes of the 9,998? Proably 9,000 perish in
the egg ; of the 1000 that hatch, 850 are killed during the first
year; out of the 150 that reach the age of one year, 14:8 perish
boforo they have done anything towarcl the reproduction of Lheir
race .
Now, 'under the management of a skillful breeder, out of the
10,000 eggs yielded by the fish, 6,500 would hateh ( tho most successful would obtain 9,000 or more:) 9,000 would obtain the ag·o
of one year and be sent to sea, instead of 150, as by the natural
method; and the final result, at the end of four years, wonl<l be
eighty fish or forty pairs of 8almon, instead of one pair. Continue
the process four years longer, and under the artificial management
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the forty pairs have become 1600 pairs, while the pair breeding
naturally have merely been succeeded by another single pair. At
the end of twelve years the artificially manag·ed brood numbers
64,000 pairs, but the natural brood is still only one pair. Thus it
would seem that artificial incubation, ( including artificial fecundation), althoug·h not the whole of fish culture, is the most important point involved. It consists essentially, as now practiced
with salmon, trout, whitefish and shad, in placing the eggs, obtained from the ripe fo;h by manual pressure, in contact with the
milt in a vessel of water, thus effecting fecuntlation ; in depositing the eggs, thus fecundated, in water of suitable quality,
temperature, antl state of rest or motion, and under whatever
other condition experience shows to be essential or advantageous
to the security and perfect development and hatching of the
embryo. Thus the eggs of salm<m and trout arc generally placed
in troughs through which a. stream of water from a spring or from
an· open brook is allowed to rnn, and from which all decaying
eggs can be picked out, .before they injure the others; the whole
covered in this cold climate, by a house, to protect both the eggs
and the persons caring for them, from excessive cold, as well as
to keep out intruders , the eg·gs of shad are placed in boxes with
wire-cloth bottoms, that arc floated in a gentle current.
So far then, as salmon and trout and some other kinds arc concerned, artificial breeding solves the question, how to make fish
plenty. A hatching establishment on a large scale can turn out
vast nnmbers of young fish at a trifling expense. But to be of
any service in supplying food for man, these young· fish must
grow to a convenient size,-many hundreds of times their weight
when hatched. rrhis requires food. ..Where shall they get itT If
we are talking about salmon there need be no hesitation. In the
sea is such an abundance of animal food, small fishes, prawns,
shrimps, watcrfleas and other crustaceous animals on which
salmon are supposed most to feed, that we may have no fear of
overstocking the marine feeding grounds of salmon ; and the stay
of the young salmon in the fresh water is so short that the contingency of their food failing them is very remote. But with
trout and other freshwater speclc8 the question assumes altogether a different aspect. Every 011e knows that the lakes and streams
yield a much smaller amount of food for fishes than the sea, in
proportion to their extent. To overstock any of our fresh waters
is of course within the power of man aided by artificial incuba-
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tion. Yet I am inclined to believe that nearly all of them would
continue to furnish sufficient food in the shape of insects, crustaceans, snails and bivalves, for a larger number of fishes than
they now sustain. It rnay even prove that the fishes may be
doubled, tripled or even quadrupled in numbers, and still find an
ample supply of food from natural sources. Should this be found
to be the fact, it would vastly increase the value of the wastes of
fresh water that cover so large a part of the State
Rearing fish in small private ponds, where they must be altogether feel by hand, will answer very well when confined to the
maintainance of the young, through the early stages of growth,
when they would be most liable to destruction if turned loose, or
to the growing of a limited number of breeding trout or froshwater salmon. But when it comes to raising fish for the table,
such management docs not promise to produce cheap food for man
unless there be found some source of food for the fishes tlrnt shall
be cheaper than any that has yet been proved. It may be as easy
to raise trout as to raise chickens or pigs ; but in order to furnish
them as cheaply to the market, they must be grown on food as
cheap as that which grows chickens and pigs. Now trout are
carnivorous,-so arc all other fishes with whose habits we a.re
acquainted. To be sure, many kincls will cat vcgcta.blc substances,
brBad·, corn, rice, and so on, aud it is quite probable that these
matters contribute to their nourishment ; but whether there be
any species that is mainly a vegetarian is a matter of doubt.
Even gold-fish arc found to grow sickly if deprived for a l011g
time of animal food. But animal food is expensive, at least that
which is to be had in the markets; and as to butcher's refuse, the
necessity of obtaining during warm weather a fresh supply fllmost
daily would greatly increase the cxpcm,e. Besides, a tolerable
approach to economy in the use of meats, which is irnre to ta,ke
place with the increase of popul:ttion, and the consequent demand
would so far utilize many parts of slaughtered animals that 110 ,v
go to waste, that the residnc would hardly be cqna,l to any great
demand from fish growen;. The food that has gcJJcrally been n 'Cd
for trout is li·ver. Some calculations rcgardi11g tho profit.a blc11css
of raising trout have been based <J_u tlic snppositiou that liver can
be obtained a.t three or four cents a ponnd, aud at this price it .
may be that trout can be rca.rctl and rnark<'ted at a prof1t, but they
certainly would not be cheap, and proba1Jly woul(l be only lu.'uricB.
y ct parties engaged in trout-gTowing in Massachusetts lrnve
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been paying, during tho past season, for beef's liver, to foed their
young fry, ten cents a pound,-a price, which, if the liver were
fed to the larger fish, "would be ruinous."* Curdled milk has
been used by some with favorable results ;t and should this be
found on fu]l trial to meet all the wants of the fish, it must take
the place of liver and such meats. One company,! located at
\Vest Barnstable, ::Massachusetts, feeds the large trout on salt
water shrimps, ·gathercu. in the marshes in the immediate vicinity,
and costing one dollar per bushel. Should all these plans fail, it is
yet believed that some way will be discovered of utilizing the
illsects that devour our crops, or the flies that breed in offal and
about 8tables and manure hea,ps.
A bare statement of the number of persons engaged in this
industry will show that it is no longer regar<lod in the light of an
experiment. In Now Engfan<l and the middle States, there are
probably thirty or forty establishments for tho cultivation of .fish,
principally trout, with a view to profit. One firm in western
N cw York hatches s~vera,l hundred thousand trout annually, and
has realiied as much as $10,000 profit in a sjngle year. These
pr0fits, however, be it bore in mind, are mainly from the sale of
young fish and fecundated eggs.
l\Icanwhile, however, the stocking of natural ponds would seem
to be the most promising field for experiment, next to the
Htockfog of the rivers with migratory fishes. But the question
at once arises, who is to undertake it? So long as the waters
arc subject to free fishing, whether jt be founded in law or custom,
individuals cannot be blamed for refusing to expend woney in filling
them with fish. Shall then the State do it? Tho :b.,rench government hn,s since 1852 maintained at II ur.i11gue near the Rhine,
an eHtablishmont for the collection, fecundation, hatching and
distribution through the departments of France, of tho eggs of
the most valuable Rpocies; up to the year 18C3, 110,000,000 of
eggs had been distributed, a1id great numbers hatched at the
works : of the result our information is not of a very definite
kin(l, yet it is quite positively stated that in many departments
where fi:.,h had become almost extermina,ted, there is now a comparative abundance.§ ln Switzerland, Professor Chavanncs reLotter of E. Dexter.
Norris' American Fish Culture.
See American Naturalist, June, 1860, article, "A Fi8h Farm."
§ U.S. Agricultural Rept. 1868.
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ceives a stipend of 800 francs for his efforts in increasing, by artificial means, -the lake trout and salmon in the lake of Geneva.
Dr . C. Vauga also receives 800 francs per annum toward increasing
the lake trout in the lake of N oufc1rntol. In the province of
Ontario, the Canaclian government has maintained for several
years a salmon hatching establishment, which was originally a
private undertaking; and similar establishments are to be set up
in other parts of the Dominion.
Although those examples show the estimate placed upon the
artificial mocle of breeding by other governments, and may to a
certain extent be safely imitated by us ; yet it will be held reasonable that tho State should not unclP.rtako the complrto development of the food producing capabilities of tho interior waters. It
is better to give full scope to private and associated effort, and for
the State to undertake only that which in the nature of the case
cannot be done by individuals or associations, Indeed, were there
no weightier objections, the very extent of our lakes and rfrers
would render it impossible for us to <,ngage· in the work of peopling them to their full capacity with artificially bred fish, without
a much larger expenditure of money than prudence would for the
present dictate. The hatching of salmon and shad, aud whatever
else should be found necessary in the cultivation of the river fisheries must, however, be regarded as legitimate work for the State
to do, for it could not be done by indivjduals without a radical
change in the law bearing on the subjcet,-a reversal of the common law doctrine tlrnt the public have a right to free fishery in
tide waters; and such a change is evidently not in accordance
with the sentiments of the people of the State. Of such work
there must of necrssity be some, as when it comes to restoring
salmon to tho Prcsumpscot, the Saco, and other rivers simHarly
situated, and it may be found worth while to maintain a salmon
breeding· establishment on some of our rivers if the requisite facilities are fonncl to exist anywhere.
But to return to the question of artificial culture of fish in the
interior waters. If this work is to devolve upon individuals, it
becomes a vital question whether the individual h law now possesses tho essential rights, t igether with tho p o,ver to enforce
those rights. By custom hitherto the public has not recognized
any excl usive right in the owners of lancl to the fbh iu tho adjacent waters, even in the smallest brooks. Every one who
chooses takes fish from river, pond and brook, without qnestion-
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ing who owns the land, and apparently without doubting that
himself has a perfect right to the fish. I am satisfied, after careful examination, that this practice is in contravention of law.
Fishes in fresh water streams must to a certain extent take their
place beside wild fruits, such as cranberries and blackberries,
which, while tho country was thinly peopled, were regarded as
common property, no matter who owned the land they grew on,
but which now, with the increase of population and tho comparatively higher value of such natural productions, are successfully
claimed by the owners of the soil, whose rights are protected by
heavy penalties against their infringement.
RIPARIAN RIGHTS.

Although the right of fishing in the lakes and rivers, above the
flow of the tide, has not in this State been a subject of litigation,
decisions reported in other state~ touching this matter directly,
and some in Maine involving it incidentally, enable us to reach
the following conclusions:*
1st. In rivern where the tide ebbs and flows, as well as in the
sea the right of taking fish is common to all the citizens.
2nd. The right to fish in rivers and streams above the flow of
the tide belongs exclusively to the owners of the adjoining land,
under such restraints as government shall impose.
3d. The right of exclusive fishing does not include that ~f
obstructing the fish wholly.
4th. The public have a common right of fishing in fresh water
lakes and natural ponds exceeding ten acres in extent, the right
of the riparian owner extending only to the water's edge.
5th. Artificial ponds follow the ·rule of unnavigable ( tideless)
streams.
The rule stated in the fourth specification is the only one which
is at variance with the English common law. This departure from
the common law, seems to have originated, as far as Massachusetts and Maine are concerned, in a colonial statute of 1641-'7, t
which is quoted as authority by the court in the case of Parker
vs. Cutler JJ[illdam Company ('7 Shepley 353) in 1841, and in
Massachusetts as late as 1863 in the case of West Roxbury vs.
Stoddard ( 7 Allen 158 ; ) and in nearly all the states it was found
impracticable to apply the principles of English common law to
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the large bodies of fresh water within and on their borders. This
severe restriction of riparian rights was a practical protest against
the game laws of England of whose exclusive provisions the
colonists doubtless had vivid recollections. The rule of free fishing in the ponds worked well enough in the early days of the
country, but it is now time to enlarge the rights of riparian
owners that a fair trial may be given to some mode of economical
management and cultivation. And certainly, if any one is to
receive exclusive rights to any part of the waters now public, it
should in every case be the owner of the adjacent land.
The legislature of Massachusetts, in accordance with the suggestions of the Commissioners on Inland Fisheries of that commonwealth, has given the riparian owners exclusive right of fishing in ponds not exceediug twenty acres in area.* A similar
enactment is desirable in Maine ; but our water system is on so
much larger a scale than that of Massachusetts, and the small
ponds are so few in number compared with the large ones, that I
think the limit in this State should be placed higher,-say at one
hundred acres. Whatever remedy is given the owner for the
infringement of this right, a still further remedy should be given
for the invasion of the owner's right to fishes artificially bred or
maintained. 1'he right to make inclosures for the latter purpose
should be granted.
SUNDRY SUGGESTIONS.

The fisheries on Nequasset stream and pond should be placed
:under the regulation of the general law, at least so far as regards
the construction of fish-ways.
The alewife fishery in Gray's pond ( otherwise known as Walker's
pond) and its outlet, in Brooksville and Sedgwick, is in danger of
being destroyed through the refusal of the owner of a dam on the
stream to build a fishway or allow the previous practice of dipping over the dam a sufficient number of breeding fish. The number of barrels of alewives taken here in 1868 is put at 200; in
1869, about 80. Only about one barrel in forty was put into the
pond. There is a special act in relation to this fishery, but it
seems to be insufficient. A satisfactory special act should be
passed, or the authority of the general law extcuded over this
stream.

* See appendix: B.
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Smelts.-The impression has been quite general that the smelt
fishery is over-done, and that unless some radical measures are
taken, it will soon fall into as great decay as have the salmon and
alewife fisheries. Indeed, in some parts of the State the decline
has already commenced, and even where the numbers of the smelts
have shown as yet but little diminution, the decrease in size is
very marked. The act " to protect smelts in the waters of the
Kennebec and Androscoggin rivers," approved March 4th, 1869,
aims to lessen the catch by prohibiting the use of any implement
but hook and line every alternate year, and at the same time
allow the fish to ascend these rivers to the points where they were
· wont to be taken by hook and line. Undoubtedly the first mentioned object would be attained, but whether the latter would is
uncertain. It is desirable to substitute for this some act of wider
application, and consequently bearing more equally on all who are
engaged in this fishery. I suggest whether a prohibition to take
smelts except during December, January and February, by any
other mode than hook and line and perhaps the dip-net, would not
apply well to the whole State. The smelt fishery now commences
much earlier in the fall than is for the advantage of the fishermen
themselves even,-frcquently in October, when fish are with difficulty marketed in good condition, and a great waste and deterioration is the consequence. So in the spring, also, tho facilities
for marketing in a frozen condition are not good, and as the spawning time approaches the quality deteriorates ; yet there are so me
localities on the coast where the smelts appear in small streams
only in the spring, and would be of no use if they could not be
taken at that season.
Pickerel and other fresh water fishes.-! think there is a great
deal of useless legislation on the fresh water fisheries. If pickerel
are to be protected, the whole story might be told in a single section. It would be well to unite all the acts now in force relating
to pickerel, and a provision forbidding them to be caught in March,
April and May is as good as can be devised. It may be said of
pickerel that they arc the most ruthless destroyers amongst all
the fresh water fishes, and in most waters their advent is a misfortune; but it is fair to say that they thrive in most of our ponds
and lakes, yield a fair amount of food, and where trout arc gone,
are almost the only winter fish. Black bass will not take bait in
the winter.
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WAYS AND MEANS.

The annual appropriation of $2,000 for the use of the commissioner, and $1,000 for the wardens, as now fixed by law, will not,
of course, enable us to make rapid progress in the restoration of
the migratory fishes to the rivers and inland waters, particularly
when large sums must be expended on black bass, fresh water
salmon, &c.; yet for the present I will advise no increase.
The appropriation for the commissioner's use during the year
has been expended as follows :
Personal compensation .............................. $742
Black bass and Schoodic salmon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750
Travelling and miscellaneous expenses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 508
Total, ...................................... $2,000
All of which is respectfully submitted.

AUGUSTA,

CHARLES G. ATKINS,
Commissioner.
December 31st, 1869.

APPENDICES.

APPENDIX A.
DECISIONS AFFECTING FISHERIES.

FISHERIES

rn TrnE ""\V ATERS.

In rivers where the tide ebbs and flows, as well as in the sea,
the right of taking fish is common to all the citizens, and extends
to tLo taking of shelifish on tho shore of a navjgable river. Parker vs. Culler JJ:fill-dam Co. 7 Shepley 353.
The colonial ordinance of 1641, extends the right of riparian
own-Ors to low water mark, where not exceeding 100 rods. ib.
The right to take fish in the tide-waters of the Kennebec river
is a public and common right; and no one can maintain an exclusive privilege to any part of such waters, unless he bas acquired
it by grant or by prescription. Preble vs. Brown 4 7 Me. 284.
In navigable rivers the right to take fish is common to all the
subjects, under the regulation of government. CornrnonweaUh vs
Chapin, 5 Pickering 199.
A title to flats does not carry an exclusive right to take fish
upon them, but the public right of fishery extends over all parts
flowed by the tide at high water. JJ,[oulton vs. Libbey, 37 Maine
,172. Shell fo,heries arc a part of the public fisheries. ib.
Compare decision in ca,sc of "Ingraham vs. TVilkinson," below.
FISHERIES IN

U NNAVIGADLE

RIVERS.

The right of fishery in tho Connecticut river above the ebb and
flow of the tide belongs exclusively to the adjoiniug proprietors,
and tho public have only an casement for passing and repassing
with any craft. Ames vs. Pease, 2 Conn. 481.
A riparian proprietor upon a, river not na;viga,ble has a foe in the
soil, Hubject to the dght of the public to make use of the water
for boating and rafting a,nd the like purposes, to the thread of the
stream, whether so expressed in the grant or conveyance under
which he holds or not ; and said proprietor may sell and convey
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his estate in the bed of the river, separate from his upland, or bis
upland without the bed of the river, and may divide and dispose
of the latter as well as of the former in any forms or by any lines
which he may think proper. Knight vs. Wilder, 2 Cushing 199.
The owner of land traversed by an unnavigable stream has an
exclusive right to fish therein. Waters vs. Lilley, 4 Pickering 145.
The custom of fishing in unnavigable rivers on the soil of another
is not a good custom, and if it were it ought to be specially
pleaded. Such a right, if available at all, must be claimed as
belonging to some estate, and by prescribing in a que estate. lb.
The right to fish in unnavigable rivers belongs exclusively to
the owners of the land adjoining, extending to the middle of the
river, under such restraints as government may impose. * * *
But this right does not include that of wholly obstructing fish.
Commonwealth vs. Chapin, 5 Pickering 199.
"The common law recognizes an important distinction, as to
the use of waters and the property of soil between rivers or waters
navigable, and those which are not navigable. The former invariably and exclusively belong to the public, unless acquired from it
by individuals under grant or prescription. The latter are held to
belong to those whose land borders on the waters ; so that they
have the exclusive right of fishing on their own land and have a
property in the bed or soil of the river under the water, subject,
however, to an easement or right of passage up and down the
stream in boa.ts or other craft for purposes of business, convenience or pleasure." Ingraham vs. Wilkinson, 4 Pickering 278.
The fishery jn Salmon river in the county of Oswego, N. Y.,
emptying into La.kc Ontario, belongs exclusively to the owners of
the adjacent land. * * * In rivers which are navigable, that
is, as far as the tide ebbs and flows, the right of fishing, as well
as of navigation, is common to all ; but in rivers not navigable
in that sense, or above the flow and ebb of the tide, the proprietors of the soil have the exclusive right of fishing opposite of
their land to the middle of the river. Hoolcer vs. Cummings, 20
,Johnson, 90.
The rule of the common law prevails here, that grants of land
bounded on rivers and streams above tide water extend usque
filem aqure, and that not only the banh, hut the beds of the
rivers, and the islands therein, and the exclusive right of fishing
pass to the grantee unless they arc expreRsly reserved, or the
terms of the gra~t be such as to show a clear intention to exclude
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them from the operations of the rule of law. Per Chancellor
Walworth and Senator Allen, 5 Wend. 423.
If a riparian proprietor owns the whole stream he has the sole
right of .fishing therein, but if he be only a proprietor of one
side of the stream his right will e end only to its centre. State
vs. Glen, 7' Jones, Law, 321.
In Maine riparian proprietors own to the thread of fresh water
rivers, &c. The rights of public use in navigable rivers have
never been carried so far as to place fresh water streams on the
same ground with those in which the tide ebbs and flows, which
alone are considered strictly navigable at common law, or to exclude the owners of tbe banks and beds from all property in
them. Brown vs. Chadbourne, 31 Maine, 9.
The rule of the common law that riparian proprietors own to
the thread of fresh water rivers, has been adopted in Maine. ib.
Compare Cottrill vs. Myrick, 3 Fairfield, 222, quoted below.
Of same tenor are the decisions in 20 Wendell 149, 4 Ilill 369,
and 9 N. Il. 463.
But in Pennsylvania the court held that this principle did not
apply to the Susquehanna and other large rivers ; there the court
holds that the fisheries a.re still public and common.
FrnrrERIES IN PoNDS AND LAKES.

Great ponds containing more than ten acres, which were not,
before the year 1647', appropriated to private persons, were by
the colonial ordinance made public to lie in common for public
use.* West Roxbury vs. Stoddard, 7' Allen (Massachusetts) 158.
But "it is believed that great ponds, that is, of more than ten
acres, have in many instances become private property." Metcalf
on Contracts, p. 299,-quotecl by Mass. Oom'rs ln'd Fisheries.
In relation to grants bounding on ponds, lakes or other large
bodies of standing fresh water, the grant extends only to the
waters edge. , Stale vs. Gilmanton, 9 N. H. 463.
Owners of land bounding on Lake Champlain in New York,
hold to the low water mark. 19 Barbour 491.
In N cw York the local law assigns the shores of the large
fresh-water lakes down to ordinary low water mark to the riparian owners, and the bods of the lakes with the islands therein to
the public. Canal Comr's vs. the People, 5 Wendell 423.
*See Appendix B.
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Bradley owns land bounding on Flying pond, Vienna, and
sues for damages for ilowage by defendant's dam.
"It is true that where land is bounded on a river or stream,
where the tide does not ebb and flow, the owner's title by construction of law extends to tie centre or thread of the stream.
But Flying pond is not a river or stream. No case has been
cited, nor have we found any, where that rule of construction
has been extended to a pond or lake."
"The proprietors of the pond and of the contiguous lands,
when they sold to the pond, must have intended to reserve that
as a reservoir for the purposes to which it had been appropriated.
They used a term of exclusion. Their intention and meaning is
thereby manifested. IIad the land been bounded upon a river or
stream, or upon an artificial pond created by expanding a stream
by means of a dam, the riparian owner would go to the thread of
the stream. This law is well settled and understood. But it
has not been so settled with regard to ponds and lakes, nor are
we aware that there can be one construction for small pondi or
lakes, and another for large ones. ·w here shall the line be
drawn? At what point docs the one construction end and the
other begin? In the absence of any direct authority, for extending by construction the bounds which the grantors have prescribed in the deeds under consideration, we do not feel at liberty
to do so from any supposed analogy between streams and ponds.
It is, to say the best of it, of very doubtful application. The
grantees were carried to the ponds ; and we are not satisfied
that they, or the complainant under them, has any right to go
further.
"In Waterman vs. Johnson, 13 Pick. 261, the court held expressly
that land bounded on a natural pond, went no farther than the
margin of the water." Bradley vs. Rice, 13 Maine 198. Opinion
of court drawn by \Veston, C. J.
Compare also Wood vs. Kelly, 30 Maine 47.
But in Michjgan and Wisconsin the courts favor the riparian
owner.
The riparian owners on lake Mm,kegan own the land under
the water so far out into the lake as it can be made beneficial for
private and personal use, subject to the paramount pul>lic rights
of navigation and the incidents thereto. Rice vs. Ruddinia11., 10
Mich. 125.
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RIGHT OF THE LEGISLATURE TO REGULATE.

In Massachusetts the common-law right of fishing in unnavigable
rivers, in the riparian owners, is subject immemorially to legislative control. Vinton vs. Welsh, 9 Pick. 8'7.
In Maine the legislature may regulate fisheries which by the
common law would be private property. Peables vs. Hannaford,
6 Shepley 106.
Streams in which alewives and certain other fish have been
accustomed to ascend are subject to the -regulation of the legislature. No individual can prescribe against this right which is held
to belong to the public. Cottrill vs. Myrick, 3 Fairfield 222.
Compare Stoughton vs. Baker, 4 Mass. 522; Nickerson vs. Brackett, 10 Mass. 212 ( a case in Orrington, Me.); Ingraham vs. Wilkinson, 4 Pick. 2'78.
LIABILITY OF OWNERS OF DAMS TO BUILD FrsHWAYS.

Every owner of a water-mill or dam holds it under the condition
that a sufficient passageway shall be allowed for the fish, and the
limitation, being for the public benefit, is not extinguished by any
neglect to compel compliance. Stoughton vs. Baker, 4 Mass. 522.
In the case of Cottrill vs. Myrick, 3 Fairfield 222, the court held
that although for forty years no alewives had been known to surmount Damariscotta falls, if it were shown that they were ever
accustomed to do so in a state of nature, tb: legislature might
provide for the erection of a fish-way, and the owner of the premises could not recover damages. ·whether it is competent for the
legislature to provide for the removal of natural obstructions or
for the erection of artificial facilities in the bed of a stream for the
ascent of fish and the creation of a fishery where they could not
otherwise pass, quaere; but streams in which alewives and certain other fish have been accustomed to ascend, are subject to the
regulation of the legislature. No individual can prescribe against
this right which is held to belong to the public.
Compare also Bearce vs. Fossett, 34 Maine 5'7;,.
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FIRST-COLONIAL ORDINANCE

OF 1641-7.

" SECTION 8. It is ordered by this court, decreed and declared,
that every inhabitant who is an housholder shall have free fishing
and fowling in any great ponds, bayes, cove and rivers so far as
the sea ebbs and flows, within the presincts of the town where
they dwell, unless the freemen of the same town or the Generall
Court have otherwise appropriated them. Provided, That i10
town sh.all appropriate to any particular person any great pond
containing more than ten acres of land, and that no man shall
come upon another's propriety without their leave, otherwise than
as hereafter expressed. The which clearly to determine, it is
declared that in all creeks, coves and other places about and upon
salt water where tho sea ebbs and flows, the proprietor of the
land adjoining shall have propriety to the low water mark where
the sea doth not eb above a hundred rods, and not more wheresoever it ebbs further: provided, that such proprietor shall not by
this liberty have power to stop or hinder the passage of boats or
other vessels in or through any sea, creeks or coves to other men's
houses or lands ; and for great ponds lying in common, though
within the bounds of some town, it shall be free for any man to
.fish and fowle there, and may pass and repass on foot through
any man's propriety for that end, so they trespass not upon any
man's corn or meadow. ( Laws JJfass., II., 966.)
SEco~o-PRov1s10Ns RELATING To Frsrr-cuLTURE FROM LA ws
MASSACHUSETTS, 18 69.

OF

The riparian proprietors of any pond, the superficial area of
which is not more than twenty acres, and the proprietors of any
pond or parts of a pond, created by artificial fiowage, shall have
exclusive control of the fisheries therein existing, but this shall
not abridge any rights heretofore granted, to fish for herring or
alewives in ponds of the above dimensions which are connected
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with salt water, nor affect any previous laws restricting fishing for
any period of time.
The fishery of any pond, the superficial area of which is more
than twenty acres, shall be public, except such as may have been
specially granted by law or leased as hereinafter provided, and all
persons shall, for the purpose of fishing, be allowed reasonable
means of access to the same, without rendering themselves liable
to prosecution or action for trespass.
The commissioners, or any two of them, may, in the name of
the Commonwealth, lease any great pond, exceeding twenty acres
in area, for the purpose of cultivating useful fishes, for such periods of time and on such terms and conditions as shall seem to
said commissioners most for the public good ; and the lessee of
such pond may occupy a portion not exceeding one-tenth part
thereof, with inclosures and appliances for the cultivation of usefuI°fishes; but this shall not affect any public rights in such pond,
other than the right of fisheries ; and the appliances and inclosures used by the lessee shall be so placed as not to debar ingress
to or egress from such pond at proper places.
Any riparian proprietor may, within the limits of his own premises, inclose the waters of a stream not navigable, for the cultivation of useful fishes ; provided, he furnishes a suitable passage for
migratory fishes naturally frequenting such waters.
Fishes artificially propagated or maintained shall be the absolute property of the person propagating or maintaining them.
Whoever fishes in that portion of a pond, stream or other water
in which fishes are lawfully artificially cultivated or maintained,
without the permission of the proprietors, shall forfeit not less
than one dollar nor more than twenty dollars for the first offence,.
aLd not less than five or more than fifty dollars for any subsequent
offence.
Any person legally engaged in the artificial culture and maintenance of fishes, may take them in his own waters how and when
he pleases, and may have them in his possession for purposes properly connected with said culture and maintenance, ancl may at all
times sell them for these purposes, but shall not sell them for food
at seasons when their capture is prohibited by law.
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